ALARM 2019
CN & GN – the Practical Effect on your Job

Things to think about - scoping
• How many notified CN claims do you have on ice?
• AND how many:- Serious case reviews and internal reports
- Schools (now and in the past) (30%)
- Complaints/SARs/FOIs
- Critical comments from GALs in Care Proceedings
- Children in care under s20
- Children at risk of CSE

Scoping - Limitation
•
•
•

•
•

What is your view on this?
What's your staff turnover like?
Pressure following IICSA to waive this.
- One thing for vicarious liability cases where there is a
conviction against an employee.
- Very different in a negligence/HRA case.
Impact of waiving it on recruitment and financial planning
Ofsted history?

HRA limitation
•

One year from act complained of - s7(5) HRA.

•

Discretion to extend that period.

•

But time runs against children and protected parties.

•

Very little precedent on how this might impact FTR cases with an
HRA element (now: foundation).

•

FPC Legal File possibly needed to look at inter partes
correspondence.

CN and GN v Poole BC
•

C (9), G (7) and mum housed by Poole after extensive
adaptations in 2006 (L/L Poole HP).

•

Suffered a (predictable) campaign of harassment and
antisocial behaviour from neighbours.

•

No alternative accommodation ‘til December 2011.

•

Dreadful impact on the children – one suicidal.

History of the First Attempt
•

After a Home Office report (ICR by Trevor Kennett) concluded
the response was inadequate….

•

CSOL – issued against LA as housing authority, PHP and the
police.

•

This first claim was struck out – as pleaded and then
reformulated as a claim against the council in its capacity as
a social services authority, referencing the Children Act 1989.

CN and GN : Court of Appeal
•

Claim against Poole only, in negligence.

•

Claimants pleaded a duty “to protect children in their
area and in particular children reported to them as
being at foreseeable risk of harm” reflecting the
Children's Act 1989.

•

Alleged but for failure to assess claimants or their
mother, claimants would have been removed.

CN and GN : CoA Judgment
•

It would be unjust to impose liability on one agency
when others are involved.

•

A defendant is not generally liable for the
wrongdoing of a third party.

•

No basis for a finding of assumption of
responsibility.

Supreme Court – Dismissed Appeal (1)
•

Public authorities may owe a duty of care where the
principles applicable to private individuals would impose such
a duty unless it would be inconsistent with legislation from
which their powers or duties are derived
-

So generally no duty to confer a benefit (“make
things better”) such as protecting from harm
unless the public body had created the source of
danger.

Supreme Court – Dismissed Appeal (2)
•

Public Authorities do not owe a duty of care at common law
merely because they have statutory powers or duties even if,
by exercising those statutory functions they could prevent a
person from suffering harm
-

Aside – “Supremes” commented on the fact that the
claim was not pleaded WRT legislation relating to the
provision of support to carers, housing or protection
from antisocial behaviour.

Supreme Court – Dismissed Appeal (3)
•

Public Authorities can come under a common law duty where
the principles applicable to private individuals would impose
such a duty such as where the Public Authority:
-

created the source of danger (maybe where
intervention prevented another from acting), or
assumed a responsibility to protect the claimant from
harm unless that would be inconsistent with
legislation.

Assumption of Responsibility
•

Key issue – foreseeable reliance.
-

In earlier cases social workers were not providing services
to children but investigating concerns so as to advise their
employer council – the parents would not regulate their
conduct in reliance upon the report.

-

By contrast Education Psychologists will advise … and it is
clear that it is reasonably foreseeable parents and
teachers will follow that advice.

On the facts of CN & GN
•

This was a “failure to provide a benefit” claim.

•

Council had not created the source of danger by placing this family
at this address.

•

Investigation was not “providing a service”.

•

The family had not entrusted its safety to the council and the
council and had not relied on their investigation and monitoring.

•

The claim under the Children Act was not proved.

Human Rights Act?
•

Barely mentioned at all apart from referencing it within
the context of D –v- East Berkshire Community NHS
Trust (2003). There, the Court of Appeal noted that the
Human Rights Act 1998 had come into force and by
virtue of s8 there was a potential liability on local
authorities for failure to protect from ill treatment and
neglect that infringed rights under Article 3 of the
ECHR.

Claimant lawyers’ response?
•

Peter Garsden, in an article Local Council can be sued
for not protecting vulnerable children…
-

“This is a ground-breaking decision that has served
to clarify the law...We are delighted that those
affected will continue to have access to the justice
that they deserve in instances where they are let
down by those they have put their faith in”.

But what does it really mean for you?
•

You know who the key FTR Claimant firms are.

•

If they decide to pursue a claim they’ll need to look in more
detail at:
- Whether they also have an HRA claim.
- Whether there was an assumption of responsibility and a
reliance upon it.
- When that assumption and any breach was.
- Causation.

So what might they want from LAs?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To make an HRA claim
Subject Access
All the social care records – un-redacted
Care Proceedings bundle
To make a complaint
To read your Ofsted Reports
To make FOI requests

And what do you need?
•
•
•
•
•

To close the book on cases that won’t proceed.
To know what the claim is (to match it up with any
relevant policy).
To reserve properly.
To know which witnesses are relevant and get them
located and statemented.
To know if you are going to be one of the next test cases
– think about how stark the facts of your cases are.

Three key messages
•

Most CP practitioners are professionals with the best of
intentions - carry on, but if they make good notes it’ll make
life much easier down the line.

•

Get proper letters of claim and then establish whether you
are covered by any relevant policy of insurance - you may
have to make disclosure first.

•

Lift any Human Rights Moratoriums if you need to.

Ashley

Risk and Children’s Services Claims
•

What does the changing landscape look like?

•

Woodland – (non-delegable duty), Armes (foster carers), CN &
GN (failure to remove to protect from neighbours).

•

Less funding, less social workers, greater demand, greater
scope for it all to go wrong, wider net of liability...

•

Individual redress and harms way payments.

Your thoughts...
1. Did the Council fail to protect the family by not
removing them from their house on the estate even
though they had not caused the risk or have any control
over antisocial neighbours?

2. Did the council fail to protect CN and GN by not
removing them from their mother who was unable to
protect them from harm of the neighbours?

Court of Appeal Decision – what does
this say to us?
•
•

•
•

21st December 2017
“No duty of care can be owed by a local authority in the
exercise of its social services child protection functions, to
investigate and to take action to prevent significant harm to
children”.
Undermines the legal basis for many failure to remove claims
but does not prevent claims being brought.
Impacts case decisions – failure to remove, premature
removal, child sexual exploitation and grooming.

Has life been on hold?
•

What was your approach when the CoA judgement was
issued?
-

-

Blanket policy on withdrawal on current offers?
Have offers aged? What will this mean for you in terms of
cost protection?
Have you reviewed all offers on your failure to remove
claims on a case by case basis to determine whether to
proceed or hold?

Impact of the Supreme Court Decision
•

Judgement handed down on 7th June 2019.

•

Supreme Court upheld the decision of the Court of Appeal.
-

Removal of the councils’ duty of care in respect of their child
protection functions.
Negative impact on preventative social care as the budget will
not stretch enough – long term impact.
Less recourse for the “things on the edge” - short terms family
troubles for example.
No duty to protect individuals from harm caused by third
parties.

Managing the Risk
•

What we know – the Independent Inquiry into Child Sexual Abuse
(IICSA) continues.

•

Recommendations to better protect children will fall out of that
inquiry.

•

Right your wrongs – Lambeth redress scheme, harms way payments.
Will others follow this expensive approach? Is this good for the
public purse?

•

Investment in prevention has to be the way forward but comes at a
price.

What can you do to prepare?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We could still see claims badged under the Human Rights Act
1998 coming through.
We may not now see an influx of subject access requests...
Know your own fund, your cover and your claims.
Modelling to see what's coming down the pipe towards you.
Educate internally your CFO and Media teams.
Strong communication with your social care teams – ensuring
a transparent exchange of information.
Support from your insurers, claims handlers and solicitors –
all here to help you.

